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https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-in-ring-box-tommy-wonder-van-dokkum-walnut-with-wide-rock-
hard-maple-inlay
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Joe Lefler’s Supreme Slate of Mind

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/supreme-slate-of-mind-six-panels-joe-lefler

Joe Lefler’s Pro Suitcase Table With Retractable Handle

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=Pro+Suitcase&post_type=product

Page 12

Louie Gaynor’s Checker X Necklace

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/checker-x-necklace-improved-louie-gaynor

Page 13

The Razzle Dazzle Game

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/razzle-dazzle-game

Page 14

Hung to Restoration

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hung-too-restoration-louie-gaynor/

Block off Cord Revisited

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/block-off-cord-revisted

Page 15

Louie Gaynor’s Color-A-Rama

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/color-a-rama-jr-size-gaynor-color-a-rama/

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/color-a-rama-reg-size-gaynor/

The Color-A-Rama Regular Size is 95.00 on the web and 97.50 in Catalog – is okay.

Coin Casket Divination

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-casket-divination-brass-with-franklin-1-2-dollar/

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-casket-divination-brass/

Page 16

Losander Floating Table

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/table-x-floating-table-with-close-up-performance-pad-losander/

Page 17

Buma’s Visual Melt Thru aka VMT

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/visual-melt-thru-buma-house-of-magic/

Buma’s Clever Keys

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/clever-keys-buma

Page 18

Trevor Lewis’s Para Dice

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/para-dice-trevor-lewis

Sensi-Mental By Marc Salem & Richard Mark

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sensimental-richard-mark-marc-salem-book/

Page 19 order page for Cat

Page 20

Lubor Fiedler’s Red Hot Wire

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/red-hot-wire-lubor-fiedler/

Color Changing Rabbit to Genie

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/color-changing-rabbit-to-genie

Price has been LOWERED.    Didn’t see darn it – it’s so cute!

Page 21

Chris Phipott’s The Fadeaway Deck

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fadeaway-by-chris-philpott/

Ladies Himber Rings 2 Versions

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ladies-himber-ring-topaz

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ladies-cubic-zirconia-himber-ring/

Page 22

BWM Pocket Chop Cup

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bwm-chop-cup-pocket-size-in-alloy-brian-watson/

BWM Standard Chop Cup

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bwm-chop-cup-tennis-ball-size-final-load-in-alloy-brian-watson/

Page 23

Watson Copper Cups

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-watson-cups-in-polished-copper

Watson Alloy Cups

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/watson-cups-lite-in-satin-alloy-brian-watson
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John Ramsay’s Cylinder & Coins (Kennedy and Eisenhower)

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cylinder-coins-kennedy-half-dollar-john-ramsay/

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cylinder-coins-eisenhower-john-ramsay/

Page 25

Jim Hooper’s Nemo Jumbo Rising Cards

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jim-hooper-nemo-jumbo-rising-cards-ken-brooke-biro

New Price is $250.00

Absolutely Impossible Wallet

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/absolutely-impossible-wallet-ken-brooke/

Page 26

Tissue To Egg

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-egg-tissue-to-egg/

Sightless Vision

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sightless-vision-by-viking-mfg-co/

Page 27

Bafflin Boomerangs

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bafflin-boomerangs/

Improved Badlands Bob

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/badlands-bob-improved-collectors-workshop

Page 28

Mother of all Booktest 2.0

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/moabt-2-0-mother-of-all-book-tests-2-0

Mother of all Book Test Pocket Edition

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mother-of-all-book-tests-pocket-edition-updated-version/

Page 29

Mind Munitions by Mark Strivings

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mind-munitions-mark-strivings-book

Body Mentalism

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/body-mentalism-by-juan-pablo-ibanez-book/

Page 30

Ylem

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ylem-scott-st-clair-book/

Page 31

Scott St. Clair Mentalism Premium Bundle

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scott-st-clair-mentalism-bundle-package-titan-book-test-ratoon-vol-1-
ratoon-vol-2

Page 32

Olde Magic From Dragon-Fire Castle by Mazarian Arathorn

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/olde-magick-from-dragon-fire-castle-mazarian-arathorn-book/

The Rocket by Sidney Friedman

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-rocket-sidney-friedman-book

Page 33

Best of All Worlds by Paul Curry

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/best-of-all-worlds-paul-curry-book/

Subtle by Steven Palmer

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/subtle-steven-palmer-book-aka-advocatis-diaboli/

Page 34

Easy Magic Square

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/easy-magic-square-methods-and-tricks-jim-solberg-books

Scryer Elite by Richard Webster

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/easy-magic-square-methods-and-tricks-jim-solberg-book
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Johnny Thompson’s Miracle

Nemo 1500
Johnny Thompson’s signature effect! Created by one of magic’s top
professionals for tradeshow work, private parties and any close-up venue! This is
the latest, version made of the finest leather that has sold for up to $250.00.

If you’ve seen Johnny perform this miracle, you fully understand the huge impact
you receive, when a spectator’s freely chosen card is—beforehand predicted and a
$20.00 bill or $100.00 bill is offered to the spectator IF the prediction is wrong!
Of course, it is NOT wrong and the performer comes out on top each time. A card
is shown in a wallet before starting the effect and then exposed at the end for the
correct prediction. But even better, the magician claims they were SO certain that
particular card would be chosen, they had that card embossed on the backside of
the wallet that was holding the predicted card!

Upon turning over the wallet—sure enough—the spectator’s freely chosen card is
embossed on the leather wallet! Oh, so clever! Comes complete with everything
you need, a professional routine for professionals. Constructed of high-quality leather.
No sleights required. The effect works itself and you can spend your time focusing
on the presentation. (Excellent for all languages!)

Whether you perform corporate, close-up, parlor,
walkaround or even table-hopping this may well be the
most powerful effect in your arsenal!   This effect leaves
audience and spectators totally flabbergasted and for good
reason! Can you image a more impossible effect to
accomplish?  Can you image an effect that more fair
than this when it comes to the spectator’s involvement.
Whether it be in magic or the field of mentalism few
tools are as devastating as the four-way out.  This effect
is so powerful it should require a registered permit!

$125

Available
Again!

Exclusive!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nemo-1500-ken-brooke/
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ProLine Magic Exclusive!

Tim Goswick’s  Floating Lady
Finally, a suspension that fits today’s mobile performer, featuring possibly
the smallest footprint, quickest set-up and breakdown, without sacrificing
one percent of the visual impact!   Perfect for the modern worker who wants to get
extra fees for their show without having to break their back!  More amazing—the price!

Invented in the early 80’s (documents on file), Tim Goswick has graciously granted
PROline exclusive manufacturing rights. Please study the video on the website and
we think you will agree, this is one of the best compact suspensions ever offered to
the magic fraternity. Much thought has gone into each sequence to produce the
maximum level of mystery that increases as the presentation progresses.  Priced
well below its value to make it accessible to all who wish to add it to their repertoire.

SPECIAL BONUS—FREE PROHoop included ($495 value) that enables you to
do complete hoop passes from head to toe!

Compact design features a folding board to fit in any vehicle.  Sets up in 5 minutes
with only 3 bolts!  Will support 175 pounds.  Board is separate and can be tilted to
prove separation from screen supports.  Cloth color options (with or without
fringe) blue, red, black, green or purple.  An aluminum pole is included for
the ‘pole pass’ invented by Tim in 1980.  Screens feature see-through slats and are
natural and organic in appearance.

Demand is expected to be VERY healthy. As such fabrication time will vary based
on demand.  Fabrication could be from 3-5 weeks.  ADDITIONAL SHIPPING IS
REQUIRED ON THIS ITEM—we will contact you with cost options.

Please note: This item is NOT eligible for any further discounts—no coupons,
store credit, or other specials are applicable.

 $995

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/proline-presents-tim-goswicks-floating-lady/
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Cleverly Done!
Harry Robson’s

The Medal
It only takes a second to create a moment of
magic…but that moment can last forever. Harry
has spent a lifetime in magic creating this
moment and for the first time has decided to
share it with the magic community. The Medal
is a high-quality, built-to-last prop that is perfect
for all performing environments.

A medal is displayed in full view throughout the
performance. It can be worn around your neck,
the spectator’s neck, laid on the table or even
kept inside a box. A card is freely selected from

the deck. It can be chosen by taking a card, looking at a card from a face-up
spread, cutting the deck, counting down to a card… whatever way you prefer. The
reverse side of The Medal is now shown to be engraved with the selected card. It
is really engraved (no semantics).

Everything for the effect can be carried in a single pocket and can be reset in
seconds.  Comes with everything you need to start performing straight away.
Very easy to do.  Bonus routines from FISM award winner Matthew Wright.

$60
Hanson Chien’s
Roller Coaster

There are many tricks that can make a coin
go through the bottom of a glass. Among
the many existing ideas, using a coaster is
the best solution as it allows the use of an
ungimmicked glass and coin. That’s why
Roller Coaster was born. It’s easy to
carry, easy to use and it’s a real coaster
you will use in real life.

Almost any coins in this world can be placed
in this coaster. You can also penetrate two
coins at once, or use other objects. The
surface of the coaster is made by Tyvek®, which keeps it stronger and waterproof.
Roller Coaster can do even more things when using your imagination—it has
unlimited possibilities for you to discover.

What’s included in the box—Gimmicked Coaster, Regular Coaster and Online
instructions.

IMPORTANT: This item comes in several variations—Pattern, Coca Cola and
Budweiser.

 $60

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-medal/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roller-coaster-pattern-hanson-chien/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roller-coaster-pattern-hanson-chien/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roller-coaster-pattern-hanson-chien/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roller-coaster-coke-hanson-chien/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roller-coaster-budweiser-hanson-chien/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Crocheted
Eye Balls
3 Versions

These Eye Balls have so many fine qualities
that we are afraid to miss some. These are
HAND WOVEN. These vibrant eye colors
really stand out on most close-up pads. In
a two hour process each ball is meticulously hand-made in tight stitching with
sturdy cotton thread. The balls are washable to retain their vibrant colors. The
comfortable texture provides a positive grip. Unlike cork
balls, these balls bounce. These balls are the likes of which
are rarely seen and are offered on very rare occasion.

Each set comes with four 1-inch balls (as seen above).
Colors available are GREEN, BLUE or BROWN.
Manufactured by Big John!

$20 each

Airship Magic’s
Foxy-Foxy Black
Strolling Derlin

Cups
Light enough to carry with you
while strolling with no sagging
pockets. The Foxy-Foxy
Cups are CNC’d from a solid
bar of natural Black Delrin.

These are not made from
plastic—Acetal Delrin is a
copolymer that doesn’t dent,

crack or flex. We tested these cups with 300 pounds of weight on just one cup and
there was no bowing or flexing. They are that strong! The cups will easily hold
a golf ball as a final load or slightly larger.

Each set includes:
•  3 Black Delrin Cups
•  4 Mother of Pearl Working Balls
•  4 Final Load Balls

Each cup is approximately 2.13 inches tall and has an ID of approximately 2
inches and the saddle is 1.25 inches and approximately 1/8 inch deep.

$155

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/foxy-foxy-black-delrin-strolling-cups-airship-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=eye+balls&post_type=product
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Spider Presents...

EvoFlex
This is a great, new backdrop from Spider.
Lightweight, ingenious and very quick to
install.  Makes a show out of your act.  The
area behind the EvoFlex provides a nice,
quiet space to get ready for your show.  It
is the perfect addition to the Spider Line
and has already generated impressive sales
because of its great price and reputation
of quality that only Spider can produce.

EvoFlex consists of two individual pop-up frames with drapes and stabilizers.  They
can be setup individually, side by side or with the entrance curtain.   It comes with
a handy wheeled duffel bag, which makes the transport very easy.  The setup time
is less than three minutes.  When it is packed down in the bag, it’s only 44 inches
long by 8 inches high and 12 inches wide.  The drapes are permanent flame
retardant and available in 16 different color combinations using
combinations of Royal Blue, Black and Burgundy (mix and match) to
form one set.  Additionally you can choose one of the three colors for a
complete set.

Extra Shipping Required On This Item...$1,098

Voitko Presents...
WOW Ink

With WOW Ink you will have at your
disposal an unbelievable plethora of
visual effects! The demo video does
an excellent job at illustrating some of
these mind-bending miracles.
Seasoned performers understand the

exponential value of props that are easy to carry. The WOW Ink is one of those
unique props! Easy to carry, always at your disposal.

Below we have listed some of the basic fundamentals of the art of magic, all of
which you can achieve with this custom unique prop:
• Appearance—You can make appear any small object, just by drawing it on your

hand, or even better on a spectator.
• Vanish—Erase ink from any surface - anywhere! On paper, on skin, practically

any surface!
• Card Revelation—This pen will also include a card prediction adding to its value.

Bonus:  Balancing the pen on a spectator’s phone.  Telekinesis effects with your
phone and much more!  Each set includes two special pens and one repair kit.

$30

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=Evoflex&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wow-ink-viktor-voitko/
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Kevin James Presents...
Bowl-A-Rama

A dynamic and surprising
production of  a real bowling ball!

A sketched picture of a bowling ball becomes real
in this incredible effect which has been and
continues to be a feature in Kevin’s show.  He
has used this effect with great success in his stage
and TV work for many years!

Although the elegant simplicity and attention-
getting impact of this stunning routine makes it
the perfect opening item, it is totally practical
and self-contained.  It is a miracle that can be
performed at any time in your act.  NO body
loads!

Each numbered set includes a signed certificate
of authenticity—including full convention,
tradeshow and TV performing rights.  Many
professional magicians have offered Kevin
thousands of dollars for the performance rights
to this outstanding effect.  Now, it can be your
for only $750!  Do not accept any cheap
imitations, this is the ORIGINAL!

Comes complete with all you need to
perform this fabulous stage effect!  Included:
•  The Genuine Bowling Ball (correct type).
•  Harness & Necessary Gimmicks.
•  The 18 x 24 inches Sketch Pad.
•  A Marker.
•  An Instructional Video jammed with many years
      of subtleties, tips and practical experience.

$750

Stevens Magic salutes Kevin james for
being a true ambassador of the art!  He
continues his succesful career and association with
his award-winning magic production—The
Illusionist!  For those of you that haven’t had the
opportunity to see this show, we highly encourage
you to do so, either on television or when they
come to your town!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bowl-a-rama-kevin-james/
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Neo Magic Presents...
Vinny Sagoo’s

Attraction
This is a Wild Card effect on STEROIDS! This effect
will not only distort the cards, but also your
spectator’s MIND!

You show seven cards_six of them are the 10 of
Clubs and one card has a drawing of a magnet.
You lay three of the cards face down and three
face up. You then show the magnet card and wave
it over the first face up 10 of Clubs, whereby the
back DISTORTS and becomes all WAVY.

You then move the magnet card over the second
card in a circle and when turned over, it is a CIRCLE

formation. Obviously, the magnet card is having a profound effect on the cards. You
then hover the magnet card over the last face-up card for a few seconds and when
turned over, it has altered the pixels of the card, so that they are now different colors.
You show that the magnet card can also be used to erase sections of a card, like the
middle, which you do to the next two face down cards in various ways. For the last
card, you put the magnet card on top for a few seconds and when removed, the card
is completely BLANK and the 10 of Clubs has been TRANSFERRED to the back of
the magnet card.

Easy to do. Fully examinable. Fun routine. Custom printed USPCC cards
$20

Vinny Sagoo’s
Connected

Spectators mentally select ANY object and then
turn the card over. They are asked to focus on
the first letter of their object and tell you if it is
featured on any of the wheels. You then ask them
to MENTALLY send you the second and third
letters. Finally, after building a mental connection
you ask them to send you the full word. You take
a deep breath and INSTANTLY reveal the word/
object that the spectator is thinking of!

VERY easy to do.  Made on PVC card so it will
last you a LIFETIME.  FULL written and video
instruction. Can be fully EXAMINED. Can
repeated straight AWAY.  Can be performed totally HANDS off.

This is something that you will always carry with you!
$18

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/attraction-vinny-sagoo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/connected-vinny-sagoo/
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Neo Magic Presents...

Vinny Sagoo’s
Colorful Kings

You show a small wallet with a prediction, which
you place face down on the table. You also show
a packet of cards with blue backs, telling the
spectator that they are the four Kings. Ask them
to name either the red or the black Kings. Imagine
that they select the black Kings. You say that you
had predicted in advance that they would select
the black Kings and proceed to fan the packet of
cards to show that the two black Kings are FACE
UP. The spectator is then asked to name any one
of the black Kings. The King of Clubs is selected
and when it is turned over, it has a GREEN back,
different from the rest. However, when your
prediction is turned over, it has the word GREEN written on it. You then show the
other black King to have a YELLOW back.

For the finale, the spectator is probably wondering about the red Kings. Well when
you turn those over, they have the words DIFFERENT COLORS written on them.

Easy To Do.  No Sleights.  No Sticky Stuff.  No Rough & Smooth.  Made with
USPCC Cards.  Full Video & Written Instructions.

$18

Vinny Sagoo’s
Deception

Whether you choose to tell the truth or lie—the
cards will reveal all! You play the role of a detective,
who is investigating a murder at a Grand Manor.

You show eight cards with two potential culprits,
two ways to kill the victim and four different rooms.
The spectator MENTALLY selects one card with
the culprit, method and room. After three truthful
answers, the spectator is allowed to LIE or tell the
TRUTH.

No matter what they say, the cards reveal the
murderer, the method and place that the spectator

is THINKING of! A great little packet trick that involves a Cluedo-type plot.

Easy to do.  Self-working. Guaranteed laughter. Made with USPCC cards. Fully
examinable

$20

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/deception-vinny-sagoo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/colorful-kings-vinny-sagoo
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Available Again!
Auke Van Dokkom Version...

Tommy Wonder
Card In Ring Box

2 Styles
IMPORTANT:  Do not purchase this effect unless you
already own the Tommy Wonder Books.  There are
no instructions with this item, the detailed
instructions are found in the Books of Wonder.

Loosing Auke Van Dokkum was a blow for many.  Auke
asked us to provide him a specific number of Tommy
Wonder Card Boxes.  He asked us because his search
for a craftsman capable of making this often demanded
item featured in The Books Of Wonder, Volume 1,Page
141, (to the attention to detail Auke demanded) wasn’t
fulfilled.

It’s inarguable that Auke was an excellent steward in continuing the legacy of
Tommy Wonder, but equally in making sure that items put out in Tommy’s name
maintain the quality standard that Tommy demanded and deserves. Finally, Auke
found the right craftsman who painstakingly replicated to the exacting standards
this item piece by piece. Not only has this feat been
accomplished but done so in beautiful native and exotic
hardwood in limited editions

Additional Due Diligence & Certification:  Auke
provided us with computer generated sheets and other
specific details. While we would like to detail for you the
exact specifics associated in creating these boxes, the very nature
of our research and in respect to Auke’s legacy we cannot do so.  Suffice to say...
We had our Tech1 at Stevens Magic, Shawn Reida, analyze the finished product
using his (micrometer) millimeter gage and he concurred the box is made to the
exacting standards as is featured in the book.  Each piece comes with a
certificate of authenticity, and the number for the limited edition series
sold by Stevens Magic.

Available in...
1. Walnut with thin rock hard
        Maple inlay.
2. Walnut with wide rock hard
        Maple inlay & raised top.

 $150 each

11111

22222

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-in-ring-box-tommy-wonder-van-dokkum-walnut-with-thin-rock-hard-maple-inlay-3
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-in-ring-box-tommy-wonder-van-dokkum-walnut-with-wide-rock-hard-maple-inlay
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Showtime Magic Presents...
Joe Lefler’s

Supreme Slate
Of Mind

The best of all slate effects!  No force—
Repeat...No Force!

There is plenty of audience
participation.  Lots of mystery.  Used
by mentalists and magicians alike.  An
entertaining and professional routine.

Three spectators mentally choose any
different item of their choice.  Magician

then writes on the slate each spectator’s thoughts exactly.  The Slate does all the
work for you.  Mental Epic has been used for years, but the Supreme Slate Of
Mind tops the classic with ingenious workings.

Comes complete with the slate, magnetic panels, two dry erase markers, Joe
Lefler’s original instructions and routine, Certificate of Authenticity and carrying
case.  Size of Slate is 14 x 19 inches and weighs 4 pounds.

NOTE:  Approximately 14 days for fabrication.
($325 plus $25 shipping)   $350

Joe Lefler’s
Pro Suitcase Table With

Retractable Handle
The finest high-quality, precision-crafted professional
table in the magic world!  You can carry a complete
act inside.

Roll your act in and roll your act out when finished!
All completely stored safe and sound inside.

Top folds down.  Comes with retractable pull handle
for easy carry.  Good for almost all performances.
Enough storage (up to 3 shelves) for any stand-up
act—even for walk-around performers.

This is an investment that will carry and protect your
props for years.  Excellent for performing in front of a living room, in the backyard
or on a Broadway stage.  Makes you look extremely professional.

Once an order is taken, takes 21 days to make table and ship.  Color choices
are Charcoal Gray and Black.

($569 plus $69 shipping) Large Version... $638

Large
Version

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/supreme-slate-of-mind-six-panels-joe-lefler
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=Pro+Suitcase&post_type=product
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Louie Gaynor’s

Checker X Necklace
A GREAT OLD CLASSIC—RE-DONE!
Revived in bright candy colors. Now
larger to be more visable. Wonderful
for stage or parlor. Great routine with
audience involvement and
entertainment!

The “Magi” shows a long piece of rope
and four large wooden color ful
checkers. These checkers have a hole

in the center of each one. Any one of the colorful
checkers can be selected by the audience helper
and threaded onto the cord while the remaining
three checkers are slipped over the cord and
tied in place, making somewhat of a large candy-
colored necklace. The rope and checkers are
placed over the magician’s neck for a moment,
and the spectator is asked to remove any of the
checkers. He cannot do this!

The checker necklace is now placed over the
head of the spectator and hung down their back.
It is IMPOSSIBLE for any of the checkers
“slipped on” to be removed from the cord! The

first checker blocks one end of the cord and the spectator’s neck blocks the other
end of the cord.

Yet in the blink of an eye, the magician can hand the spectator the three slipped-
on checkers. And one at a time they have been removed from the cord while
hanging around the spectator’s neck!  This effect
could well be called a classic as it has stood the
“test of time” for professional entertainment!

• 100% Examinable
• High Gloss Paint
• Checkers are 4 inches in diameter—larger and
     more visisble than most previous versions.
• Excellent for children & adult shows!
• Audience participation and interaction
• Very visible!
• Easy to perform!
• Includes display stand!

 Brand New!   $75

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/checker-x-necklace-improved-louie-gaynor
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
The

Razzle Dazzle
Game

The greatest “con game” ever!  It
is the only game to be banned in
the entire world!  A long time
favorite at carnivals and fairs!  The
game has no peers, when it comes
to hustling money from the
sucker!

We are proud to be able to offer
this item to the world of magic.
This is for entertainment purposes
only! Long unobtainable!  A well
kept secret for ages with the
carnies.

Three Card Monte (tossing the Queen),
Fast & Loose, and the 3 Shell Game
cannot compare with the Razzle
Dazzle Game.  The game requires NO

sleights and NO gimmicks.  It’s all dependent on tossing marbles out of a cup, and
where they land in holes on a board.  Each hole has a number; you add the numbers
up (where they landed) to reach a total—get enough points and you win a prize!  Of
course, attractive and expensive
prizes are displayed!

A wonderful demonstration at trade
shows, not to mention the fun at
your shows and friends’ parties.  The
unit is portable—made from Walnut
and Maple.  Precision made and very
durable. Comes with cups, marbles
and a number card.  Simple and easy
to perform.  Perfect for lectures
on gambling secrets for
fraternal and social groups.

Excellent for trade show work: “They may lose at the game... but will
never lose with (name of your sponsor).”

See YouTube video demo—address is case sensitive:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxd7vM0GfVE.

     
 Very Limited In Quantity!       $375

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxd7vM0GfVE
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/razzle-dazzle-game
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives

Block Off  Cord Revisited
A block penetrates a rope, simply and beautifully—
once or many times.  Even in the spectator’s own
hands!  Each time more amazing than the last!  This
trick has fooled some of the best minds in magic due
to the fact of the very subtle and simple method used
to accomplish the trick.

You will receive a length of rope with stiff brass end
covers.  A hand-crafted, old world-style solid Wooden
Block approximately 3 inches in size.  (This quality of
block has been off the market for many years.)  Each
block and rope is handmade by Louis Gaynor and
Shawn Reida.  These are a working performer’s model that is
durable and will last a lifetime.

Various suggested routines are included as well as Shawn’s 3-
phase routine that he perfected over time.  We know you will
enjoy this classic effect in your show. An impossible
penetration.

 $55

Hung Too
Restoration

A Golden Oldie brought
back again by

Stevens Magic and
Shawn Reida!

A mystery from the past and a
fabulous “cut & restored” ribbon
miracle!  Can be performed close-

up, parlor and stage!  Beautifully crafted by our master craftsman—Louie Gaynor.

Ribbons are seen threaded through two colorful wooden blocks, and the ends are
held by two spectators standing next to the performer.  The blocks are slid back and
forth across the two ribbons showing two continuous ribbons.  They are then placed
side by side and then slightly parted and the ribbons showing are CUT in half between
the two blocks! The blocks are placed together, and the spectators are asked to
release the end of one of their ribbons.  As the performer steps forward, the ribbons
are pulled from the blocks and fully restored!  Viola!  A miracle!  Easy to do!  No
sleights necessary!  An impossible effect!

There was a version offered by National Magic Company years ago, but its roots date
back to England.

$49.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hung-too-restoration-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/block-off-cord-revisted
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Louie Gaynor’s Color-A-Rama
An original effect created by “Chop-Chop” (Al Wheatley).  Three colored
balls (red, yellow, black), sit on a numbered stand. A spectator mentally chooses one ball
and, while the performer’s back is turned, silently changes the places of the other two
balls. Now the performer asks the spectator to exchange any two balls, and to call out
their numbers. This is repeated any number of times. When finished, the performer
turns around and immediately discloses the color of the ball mentally selected
by the spectator! IMPOSSIBLE, yet true! No sleights! No confederates! No gimmicks!
No electronics! No magnets!  An old principle dressed up in a most colorful way. An
effect that you will so enjoy performing! Large Size: 2-inch balls on 8.5x2.5x1-inch
wood stand. Small Size: 1-inch balls on 5x1x.5-inch wood stand.

Jr. Size...$47.50          Regular Size...$97.50

The trick that
fooled Einstein!

Coin Casket Divination
You are supplied with the absolute highest quality turned
brass coin casket. A non-gimmicked regular Half-Dollar
is also included. You do not need anything other than
what is provided.  Ask the spectator to open the casket
and to place the Half-Dollar either heads or tails on top,
but wait until your back is turned. They close the lid over
the casket! Ask them to concentrate on the coin and
IMMEDIATELY you are able to disclose which side of
the coin is on top!

Comes with TWO different brilliant methods for divination—allowing you to control
which one you execute and really throwing the spectators off the mark.  Comes
complete with bag, precision-made coin casket in brass and regular Half-Dollar.
Made for us exclusively by our partners at MMJ Magic.

LIMITED INVENTORY OF SPECIAL HALF DOLLAR featuring Benjamin Franklin!
This special LTD Edition set is limited to 16 Sets. When they are GONE
they’re gone.  This special edition have been especially machined to work with the
matching Ben Franklin 90% Silver Half.

Kennedy Half-Dollar...$35
Benjamin Franklin Half-Dollar...$55

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/color-a-rama-jr-size-gaynor-color-a-rama/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-casket-divination-brass/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-casket-divination-brass-with-franklin-1-2-dollar/
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Losander—The Master!
Floating
X-Table

For years, Losander, the creator of his
signature invention, The Losander
Floating Table®, has been
challenged by a recurring dream. How
could he bring his illusion in the
confines of intimate settings and have
a finale that was as awe inspiring as
his stage floating table.

If you would like to perform Losander’s
Floating Table, but you are afraid,
because it’s fragile, and you are a stand-
up, close- up magician or simply a
magician who does not want to travel
with a lot of bags—Losander’s X-
Table is for you.

Imagine a transport case where all your
close-up magic fits inside and just at the right time—if you need something bigger—
it can turn into a Losander Floating Table.

It floats like all the other tables. But the X-Table also comes with an impromptu
version. The table does not need to be covered at the beginning at all and you can
still perform the effect. Or if preferred, use the standard method which was created
by Losander more than 25 years ago. With this amazing-looking briefcase illusion,
you are ready to travel the world. Wherever you go, make your close-up magic
larger than life and start floating the new X-Table.

Same dramatic impact!  Targeted for the first time to a close-up and parlor venue.

This is a detachable close-up box.
After performing close-up effects, the
magician picks up the box and sets it
on top of the table stand. From there
a few parlor effects can be performed.
What follows is the grand finale—an
illusion—where the entire table floats
in an intimate close-up setting!

$1,500

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/table-x-floating-table-with-close-up-performance-pad-losander/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Buma’s

Visual Melt Thru
aka VMT

A Bill (currency) is borrowed by the
performer, (any currency can be used).
It is then shown on both sides,
displaying the bill horizontally for all to
see. The performer proceeds to
VISIBLY push their extended index and

middle fingers right THRU THE BILL, resulting in the performer’s fingers visually
PENETRATING the bill, in one side and out the other side of the borrowed bill!

The performer proceeds to hold the bill vertically with their fingers still visually
PENETRATING thru the bill, when slowly the performer’s fingers are seen to
visually start to PENETRATE DOWNWARD thru the entire length of the bill. The
performer’s fingers are seen to continue to PENETRATE downward thru the bill
until they have PENETRATED completely through the length of the bill.

The performer now places the edge of the vertically held bill alongside their extended
index and middle fingers when suddenly the bill is seen to visually PENETRATE
SIDEWAYS thru the performer’s extended index finger and right out thru the
middle finger as well. The bill is then immediately shown front and back and returned
to its owner.

Performance Benefits:  WORKS WITH ANY CURRENCY!!  Comes with
sequential photo, step-by-step instructions.  An additional Teach-In Video is also
available.

A Winner From Blackpool!          $65
Buma’s

Clever Keys
Mentalist divines four spectators’ chosen
keys—which are freely selected!  (See
website for detailed explanation!)

Features a CLEAR key case and 4 ungaffed
keys. Involves audience participation, sized
to carry in your pocket yet routined for stand-up performances as well as close-up,
table magic.  Keys, band and clear case do the REAL work for you! Nothing added
or taken away, all is simple and examinable! No forcing or fishing for info— can
perform it blindfolded! No magnets, electronics, sleights or mechanics, simple to
perform, nothing gaffed or gimmicked! Totally Impromptu, no prep, perform
anytime, anywhere even surrounded, fits in your pocket!

$47.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/visual-melt-thru-buma-house-of-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/clever-keys-buma
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Trevor Lewis’s

Para Dice
Combining mentalism with gambling has always
been a popular favorite of the world’s top
mentalists.

From the creative mind of Trevor Lewis, Stevens
Magic Emporium is proud to re-introduce to the
magic community, “Para Dice.”  This is a highly
effective routine featuring picture cards of pairs
of dice and utilizing a never-before-seen principle.
The performer writes down a prediction of a

number, the paper is folded, and is then placed in full view of the audience.  The
prediction is never again touched by the performer.  Several “dice cards” are
shown to the audience, each pair of dice totaling a different value.  The cards are
shuffled and one is chosen.  It is truly a free selection as no “forcing” is required.
The prediction is opened by an audience member, the number is read aloud, and
the chosen “dice card” is revealed.  The numbers match!

$35

Sensi-Mental
By Marc Salem &

Richard Mark
Would you like to demonstrate supernormal
abilities?  then Sensi-Mental is for you.  these
powerful effects will stun your audience and
convince them that you do possess skills,
knowledge and abilities way be yond the
ordinary.  these presentations move your
performance away from the simple idea or
reding a mind and provide a unique perspective.
Here we go a step further into the realm of
many enhanced sensory abilities.  Your senses
of taste, hearing, touch and voice recognition
appear to be enhanced to an extraordinary
level.

You can taste what they taste. Follow a card
that is buried repeatedly in a regular deck and
announce its location. Determine truth and lies by voice recognition. Show them
how you can influence their actions with your voice.  Feel the temperature difference
of different colors.  No difficult memory work, electronics or sleight-of-hand required.

 Book...$30

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/para-dice-trevor-lewis
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sensimental-richard-mark-marc-salem-book/
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Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  25.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 25.01 to $  50.00 ....................... $8.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply on
the majority of orders. SME reserves the right to
choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase
“minimum ship charge” is included in the above tiers.

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________
Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Qty TotalItem PriceDescription

Total

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Andre Refberg Presents...
Color Changing
Rabbit To Genie

Wonderful and colorful magic with the Magician’s Top
Hat, Rabbit and a Genie from Andre Refberg.  An Ian
Adair creative masterpiece!

The magic rabbit changes colors.  An excellent funny
routine!  The rabbit vanishes.  Contains a mischievous
Genie.  Lots of children’s participation. Sucker tricks
are always a big hit!

The classic routine with the children trying to find the
rabbit and Genie! In the end, however, the Rabbits vanish
and what is left is a mischievous Genie!

Constructed from heavy duty plastic and wood.  Good
quality.  Colorful.  Rabbit and Genie 10.5 inches high.
Made in USA!

Something different for children and family shows!!
$70

Lubor Fiedler’s
Red Hot Wire

A great novelty, magic effect which shows the magician holding an element wire,
just as one would find in a hardware store.  He holds this between his hands...
SUDDENLY IT APPEARS TO GLOW, SOMEHOW RECEIVING AN
ELECTRICAL CHANGE!  Check our  website for COLOR photo!

It looks RED HOT! Just as suddenly the impulses go and the wire returns to
being COLD BLACK again!  You will have much fun with this sweet gimmick.

 $20

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/red-hot-wire-lubor-fiedler/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/color-changing-rabbit-to-genie
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Chris Philpott’s
The Fadeaway

Deck
Imagine a deck of cards fading
S-L-O-W-L-Y from normal to
totally blank!

Ralph W. Hull’s Mental
Photography Deck is considered
one of, if not THE greatest tricks
decks of all time. Now Chris
(creator of The 100th Monkey) has modernized it to create a slow-motion, hyper–
visual transformation from a normal to a blank deck!

There are a number of different routines, such as starting with a blank deck, starting
with a real one and even finding a wrong card (Error 404: Card Not Found) which
causes the deck to crash, leaving only their chosen card!  Easy to do!  No sleight of
hand needed!  Detailed video instructions.

Bonus: Short videos that teach some easy-to-learn sleights that you can add to
the routine, taught by Steve Valentine, Apollo Robbins, Paul Green, Michael Rangel
and Tom Frank.

  $25

Simple Yet Fasinating

Ladies Himber
Ring

2 Versions
The Linking Finger Rings effect is dramatic.
Three spectators’ rings are borrowed and
actually LINKED TOGETHER.  Then each
is returned to its owner undamaged! You’ll
be proud to own and perform with any of
these rings. Made from 10k gold.

Designed by a master
jeweler and a

magican, each ring is individually hand crafted.  The
gimmick is so well concealed, even a seasoned magician
will have trouble finding it.

Ladies’ ring is available in one size only!  Choose
from Blue Topaz or Cubic Zirconia—please
specify when ordering.

New Lower Price!!   $495 each

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fadeaway-by-chris-philpott/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ladies-cubic-zirconia-himber-ring/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ladies-himber-ring-topaz
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Brian Watson Presents...
BWM Pocket

Chop Cup
Another visual beauty from Brian Watson.
Brian makes some of the most
aesthetically pleasing cups and balls in the
art of magic. His products are used and
in demand by working pro’s and hobbyists
mwho demand the best. The reason is
that Brian is not just a manufacturer, he
is a world class cups and ball performer
and expert. Thus Brian applies his
technical knowledge into every aspect of
his productions.

Cup Specifications:
Height: 2 inches.  Diameter of Mouth: 3

1/8 inch—outer.  Diameter of Mouth approximately 2.5 inches—inner.

This BWM Pocket Chop Cup is finished in Satin Alloy. Comes complete with
Chop Cup, Velour Bag and Balls. Perfect size to swallows a golf ball (with room) as
a final load—yet fits in a pocket. Featuring a brush finish on the outside of cup.

$60
BWM Standard

Chop Cup
Another visual beauty from Brian Watson. Brian
makes some of the most aesthetically pleasing
cups and balls in the art of magic. His products
are used and in demand by working pro’s and
hobbyists who demand the best. The reason is
that Brian is not just a manufacturer, he is a
world class cups and ball performer and expert.
Thus Brian applies his technical knowledge into
every aspect of his productions.

Cup Specifications:
Height: 3.5 inches.  Diameter of Mouth 3 1/8
inch—outer.  Diameter of Mouth approximately
2.75 inch—inner.

This BWM Pocket Chop Cup is finished in Satin Alloy. Comes complete with
Chop Cup, Velour Bag and Balls. Perfect size to swallows a tennis ball (with room)
as a final load. Featuring a brush finish on the outside of cup.

$90

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bwm-chop-cup-pocket-size-in-alloy-brian-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bwm-chop-cup-tennis-ball-size-final-load-in-alloy-brian-watson/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Watson

Copper Cups
The Watson Cups were specifically
designed by Brian Watson as a true
worker’s cup, not only improving your
existing handling, but also many of the
new sleights and moves Brian has
created (featured on his Anytime,
Anywhere Cups & Balls Double
DVD—which you get for FREE
with either set of cups). They work
with most newer style of cups, however
Brian has designed these cups to work
perfectly.

Stealing balls from the saddle, Brian’s No Sleight 3 Ball Appearance, the Watson
Revolution all work perfectly and these cups and handle like butter out of the bag.
Beautifully weighted and balanced, they handle as easily as a small set of cups even
though they will take 3 x 1 1/8 inches (1 inch core with 1/8 inch jacket) balls on
the saddle and in the attic and a tennis ball size final load!  Each cup weighs 5.7
ounces and has a 3 inch mouth.  The complete set with the bag, cups and balls
weighs just under 1.5 pounds.

Note: Cups will be supplied with a set of red 1 1/8-inch working balls.

Copper Cups...$245

Watson
Alloy Cups

Absolutely GORGEOUS!  The Watson
Alloy Cups were specifically designed
by Brian Watson as a true workers cup.

Beautifully weighted and balanced, they
handle as easily as a small set of cups
even though they will take 3 x 1 1/8
inch (1 inch core with 1/8 inch jacket)
balls on the saddle and in the attic and
a tennis ball size final load!  * Please
note that the video shows the
Watson Cups in Polished Copper

The alloy cups handle exactly the same, however they are lighter than
the heavy copper.  A Classic redefined!  So smooth and elegant.  Strikingly visual
in design these really are eye magnets.  These beautiful cups look the business and
will look as good as you do!

$125

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-watson-cups-in-polished-copper
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/watson-cups-lite-in-satin-alloy-brian-watson
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
John Ramsay’s

Cylinder & Coins
Eisenhower Version OR

Half  Dollar Version
Called by many as the greatest coin
routine of all time by Victor Farelli.
Created in 1948!  We are pleased to
finally be able to offer this fine effect
to the magic fraternity!

Our partners at MJM, who have
created this fine piece of magic,
get the credit!

What impressed us so much is the
following... the entire routine was psychological. The sleights were impossible!
The moves with the corks, and stack of Kennedy Half Dollars, are incredible!  The
thumb drive video of performance by Gallo, followed by the explanation, is truly
fascinating!  I cannot say enough about this routine and it is not hyperbole.  How
John Ramsay created this in 1948 is beyond my comprehension.

You receive the entire routine, which consists of Stack of Kennedy Half Dollars,
Leather Cup, Thumb Drive (with performance and explanation as well as original
illustrated instruction booklet). Also
comes with four Kennedy Half
Dollars that are 40% silver-plated,
uncirculated coins.

“For the first time in my life, I was
able to see Mike Gallo perform this
full routine, and I have never seen
any better in my almost 50 years
of watching magic!  I have never
seen a more powerful coin
routine!” — Joe Stevens

You MUST see the video
performance EVEN IF you don’t buy
it!  How good is it?? It fooled Penn
& Teller on TV!

Kennedy Half  Dollar Version...$85
(Also Available) Eisenhower Dollar Version...$150
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More Ken Brooke Exclusives

Absolutely Impossible
Wallet

The performer removes a wallet from his pocket,
showing an envelope with a prediction inside.
A spectator takes a deck of normal cards and
shuffles them.  The pack is spread across the
table, the spectator pushes one card out of the
spread.  The spectator then takes the envelope
and opens it himself.  Inside is a card and when
the pushed out card is turned over it matches
the card found in the envelope!

Any pack can be used.  No fake envelopes.  No palming or sleight-of-hand.  A
beautiful concept and professionally routined.  Excellent wallet is supplied with full
routine.   See Joe’s Demo on our website and previous customer
comments!  Search Absolutely Impossible.

Deluxe...$45

Jim Hooper’s
Nemo Jumbo Rising Cards

Three jumbo cards rise out of the houlette, one at a time
and in three different ways! Cards are selected. A Perspex
houlette is fully examined and cards placed inside. The
first card rises up mysteriously from the houlette and is
confirmed by the first spectator. A silk or handkerchief is
draped over the houlette for the second card rise. The
Magi whistles or plays a tune on a magic flute and the
selected card rises up under the silk! Now for the “Finale”
…the third and final card is placed into a simple envelope
and this is placed into the houlette. The spectator tells the
envelope to rise! The envelope then rises up out of the
houlette. The spectator commands the envelope to open…
and the flap of the envelope slowly opens. With the
spectator still holding the houlette in their hands, they
command the card to rise up out of the envelope and
unbelievably; it does RISE up and out of the envelope.

Here’s what you get...A newly designed clear Perspex
Houlette, deck of jumbo cards, gimmicked envelopes, silk
handkerchief, magic flute and a “mindreading machine”
for comedy. Also included, of course, is the fully illustrated
instructions manual, complete with additional handling
tips and performing advice from the late, great Ken

Brooke. Plus a superb carrying case to protect this miracle. BONUS DVD featuring
Paul Daniels as well! See Paul’s performance on our site, see videoclips.

$250
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Viking Magic Presents...

Sightless
Vision Hood

Our original Sightless Vision Hood
uses an original design by Viking
Manufacturing Company. The hood
can be placed on a spectator without
fear of detection; they can NOT see
through the material, but you can as
needed. The visibility is suitable for a
Blindfold Driving Test or other
sightless vision effects.

This is a truly fine utility prop for the
professional performer. Added notes
in the this design gives the performer
a full view, not just two small holes to peer through. Quality made of black silky
material with neck drawstrings. Large and comfortable: 16 x 14-inches; complete
with instructions.

NOTE:  If you have the need for a Sightless Vision Hood, do NOT be mislead
by the claims of others. We will put this hood up against any on the market today
and we know you will be more than satisfied with this unique version. Currently
being used by top professionals the world over.

Tremendous Possibilities...$55

Tissue To Egg
Our latex eggs are among some of the finest. The
look is so real they will fool a chicken. Because of
our design, the Tissue To Egg happens between
your palms. Place a white tissue paper crumbled in
the palm of your hand and slowly rub, allowing it to
expand into a full-sized egg. The egg is now broken
to prove that it is a real egg.

First, latex is easy to care for. Simply wash with a
mild detergent like dish soap.  Second, our version is
the right size for most routines and has a natural egg-
shell color.  Third, it collapses easily into a small half
inch square bundle.  Fourth, our egg begins to open
quickly so no long drawn out process.

Comes complete with detailed instructions. Egg
measures 2.25 inches long-wise.

$22
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Viking Magic Presents...

Improved Badlands Bob
The performer displays a small walnut box with
a die sealed within. The Die can be seen
through the clear acrylic top. A wonderful and
colorful story about Badlands Bob begins to
unfold.  Sadly, he lost his life on the roll of this
very die!

A spectator is asked to try and change the
uppermost number on the die by shaking the
box, which he soon finds is impossible. The
performer then asks the spectator to choose a
number between 1 and 6.  “If you were
Badlands Bob, which number would you have
chosen?”  The box is simply pushed toward the spectator and lo and behold, the
uppermost number now matches the spectator’s selected number!

No switches—there is a hidden gimmick, but easily concealed.  Any number between
1 and 6 may be used—as there is no force.  Instantly resets and therefore is a great
walkaround effect.  Can be examined before and after effect.  Comes complete
with die, secret and instructions.  You’ll do this 10 minutes after receiving it.

 Back In-Stock!    $45

Bafflin’
Boomerangs

Two wooden boomerangs are
displayed—one bright yellow and one
fire-engine red. The boomerangs are
shown to be exactly the same size by
placing one directly on top of the
other. The ends line up and it is clear
that they are exactly the same size.

The demonstration continues as the
performer alternately shrinks the
boomerangs—first showing the

yellow to be considerably shorter than the red. Then the red one is shrunk to be
shorter than the yellow. This can be repeated ad infinitum, relying on the age-old,
clever optical  illusion. However, the optical illusion becomes reality at the conclusion
of this routine! The red boomerang is now placed on top of the yellow showing it
really is over an inch shorter! Both boomerangs may be examined.

 $36
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Mother Of  All Book Tests
Pocket Edition

Simple Absolute Truth—This is the perfect
example and embodiment of the tremendous power
of a brand, something that is so strong it makes an
intense impression in the minds of top performers
world-wide. It’s instantly recognized as “the” official
and most revered booktest in all Magicdom—for many
reasons, not the least of which is the fact it has been
tried and tested for years by the best in the industry. In
this new world of portability and transportation,
this latest pocket edition opens up a plethora
of new opportunities and venues previous
impossible.  Ted Karmilovich changed the game forever with the Mother of All
Book Tests (all versions)!

From consumer goods to how we gather information and news and now how equal
varieties of tools to engage and perform.  Never before have you, as a performer,
had such a plethora of choices, as well as unique opportunities to make an intense
impression. This pocket edition should be given strong consideration.

$199

The Psychic Connection II
Mother Of All

Book Tests 2.0
MOAB 2.0 (Mother Of All Book Tests) is
so simple to perform, so direct and powerful. This
is the book test a select group of professionals are
using to blow their audiences away. Can be
performed for an audience of one to one
thousand.  Close-up, walk-around, stage, radio and

TV—Anytime, anywhere.  All pages different.

No stooges, instant or otherwise. No preparation.  No
counting.  No gimmicks.  No angles. No prompters.  No peeks. No glimpses.   No
sleights.  No anagrams.  No forces. No short pages.

We have compiled a list of 225 common and uncommon objects that can be found
in these venues. When you arrive at the location, you select the object you want to
dramatically locate during your show.  A spectator “freely” selects a word (the
object) from the book and concentrates. Incredibly, you are able to lead them to it
in a dramatic fashion!  MOAB 2.0 re-writes the rules. We've redefined the book
test by including effects that can be used by magicians.  MOAB 2.0 makes possible
new and inventive presentations for those who perform effects.  Original MOAB
(hard cover book) still available from the Website as well for $345!

 $299
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Mental Miracles
Mind Munitions

By Mark Strivings
A Melange of Mental Miracles
from the Mind of Mark Strivings!
Four books in one volume: Constructive
Mentalism, To Pay The Price, Pseudo-Psi
and Mental Mix.

Mark Strivings premium content that
helped launch his name as an authority
in the art of Mentalism.  Long unavailable,
all is finally available again! Included with
all of this are separate and updated
introductions for each individual title as
well as updated handlings and ideas. This
weighs in at over 200 pages, over
50 effects, all killer no filler.

This new/old edition contains literally
everything from those four classic books.

And we have more good news! If you could find these titles today they would cost
you at least $100.00 to purchase separately. But now Mark has combined all of
them between two covers. They are going to save you some money, as well!
More details on this book at the website!

$75

Body Mentalism
By Juan Pablo Ibañez

From the fertile mind of Juan Pablo Ibánez.
Body Mentalism is an in-depth study of an
ingenious principle. You'll find more than 16
extraordinary mentalism routines, using only
spectators and almost no elements.

These routines are powerful, practical and
extremely versatile.  You can amaze 20 people
or a full theatre.  You'll be ready to perform
miracles anywhere and anytime!

The principles involved allow you to perform one
effect or a complete routine with a strong climax.

Here are a few detailed:  ACAAN, Book Test, Lie Detector and many more!

Book is paperback with 45 pages and fully illustrated.
$30
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Scott St Clair Exclusive!
Ylem

Ylem (n): 1—(astronomy, cosmology, physics) A term that
is used for a hypothetical original substance or condensed
state of matter at the creation of the Universe, which
became subatomic particles and elements as we understand
them today. 2—(historical) Thought to be derived from an
ancient Hebrew word meaning, ‘space between heaven
and earth’.

Following on Scott St. Clair’s wildly successful TITAN Book
Test—YLEM is proof positive that Scott St. Clair is one of
Mentalism’s newest and most prolific creatives.  YLEM is
a collection of tools for the mystery performer. Each tool
is described in the form of one of the 10 effects in the

book, which comprises of two sections. The first section—Genesis, contains
five effects based on the concepts of Energy and Fate; the second—Revelations,
contains five effects based on the concepts of Sin and Virtue. Energy, Sin and
Virtue—if they exist at all—have been around since the dawn of time. This book
explores the concept of ‘the space between heaven and earth’, the unknown forces
and energies that influence—or even control—our lives. At the end of the book
you are given one example of how these tools (or building blocks) can be themed
—creating a powerful, full routine (and offering you an alternative use for some of
the tools provided). YLEM also provides resources used in some of these esoteric
effects—including a link to 20 unique and original cards. Also included is a link to
the video page where some of the tools are explained further. YLEM is a 117
page 6x9 hardback.  Regular Price will be $70

“I’ve Become a Huge Fan” – Paul Romhany  (Vanish Magazine)

“Proceed with Wonder—I have read thousands of mentalism and magic books in
my day, but few are as entertaining, useful and vital as Scott’s. Vital is a key word,
it makes your mentalism alive and memorable... Scott makes mentalism live. I do
not know what his magic spell was, perhaps the combination of unique titles,
methods, and effects, but I have reread this book several times before writing this
intro. Its impact sustains itself and grows. It’s enchanting in a haunting kind of
way, and you can direct it all into your own personal style.

Its originality makes me smile or gasp, his process is unique. You will discover a
great deal about yourself as a performer as you read his secrets. Some may be too
good to have been written, this is certainly not fluff. Rarely has a book and writer
made me wish to explore his earlier work. I feel compelled to read all he has
written.  He gives thanks to Steve Drury, one of the deepest thinkers in mentalism
and allied arts, and a good friend, but this book is all St. Clair.

Please first read the description and follow Scott’s excellent instruction. I want
you to then make it your own, and you have a tremendous teacher. I thought there
was little new I could learn in this wonder art. I was wrong.”  --Marc Salem 2020

Introductory Price...$60
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Scott St. Clair
 Mentalism

Premium Bundle
Included are Scott’s critically
acclaimed Ratoon Volume 1 and 2,
along with his wildly successful
TITAN Book Test.  The result is an
incredibly powerful arsenal of
mental killer with no filler.  Each
book features access to its own video
tutorial link and password.

NOTE: Due to the high cost of print catalogs it’s impossible for us to fairly represent
these products. We highly encourage you to visit our website for complete
details, endorsements, product reviews from Paul Romhany along with
enticing promo videos.  And an itemized breakdown.

RATOON Volume 1 is a softback book with over 100 pages.  Included in Volume
1: Sign Of The Times, The Path, Calendoku, Reading The Signs, Quick Change
and Quince!  PLUS—thoughts on the center tear and thumb writers.

RATOON Volume 2 is a softback book with over 100 pages. NIPPIN, Logo,
Matrimony, Calendoku 3, Tri-Psy, Testify, nCode, Fauxtography and Papa.

Titan Book Test—Comes with three books and private video access.  Imagine a
book test that uses a fully examinable book! The spectators can read, cover to
cover. You hand out the book and never take back (until the effect is over). No
‘flashback’ - this is hands off!  No peek. No gimmick. No switch. No moves. No
questions and nothing said or written down.

TITAN is the Triple Book Test. The addition of an ungimmicked dictionary allows
the use of all THREE books in what is an astonishing closer to any act! Also
included is a special, wallet friendly, book test-based on the TITAN principle that
you can carry with you anywhere.

TITAN comes with BOTH an instructional book and link to a 40min video tutorial.
TITAN, the truly Titanic Triple Book Test!

Remember, this is just a summary of the features of these products. CHECK OUR
WEBSITE FOR FULL REIVEW OF TITAN AND BOTH RATOON
VOLUMES BY PAUL ROMHANY!

$140
SAVE $40.00!!SAVE $40.00!!SAVE $40.00!!SAVE $40.00!!SAVE $40.00!!
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SME Top Selling Exclusives
Olde Magic From

Dragon-Fire Castle
By Mazarian Arathorn

From the outset, ‘Olde Magick From Dragon-Fire
Castle’ appears as a definitive collection of bizarre magick
and esoteric mentalism performance pieces, resounding with
invocations past, written by the Ancient One. But prepare
yourself and let your consciousness wander into the mist-
shrouded tower of The Grail Institute… and you will
experience sage guidance on techniques such as influence,

awareness, energy and charisma for your performance use too.

The Ancient One invites you to enjoy the early days of bizarre magick with classical
‘old school’ effects of his from the fabled Grimoire of the Mages and Invocation
magazine.  In addition, he reveals how to… Cause a wooden stake to burst into
flame with an ancient incantation.  Overcome a demonic creature that visibly flies
for your throat! Heal others’ pain with your energy flow. Bend a beam of light with
your bare hands! And much more within the 300 pages!

 $55
The Rocket

By Sidney Friedman
Exceptionally Condensed Summary—For COMPLETE
details access our website—Search Term: The Rocket.

Are You Ready To Blast Your Performing Career With A
Full Calendar of Bookings? This is the real,  solution-filled
marketing and sales guide for magicians and mentalists,
written by one of the most successful performers.  Sidney
Friedman is a constant fixture on television programs such
as The VIEW, THE OTHER HALF, THE LEEZA
GIBBONS SHOW, to name a few.

Sidney takes on these tough questions and MORE:  Are you a pro or semi-pro
who has waves of bookings along with no bookings, and is seeking a means of
assuring a steady flow of bookings? Are you a performer who works a steady
number of engagements but can’t seem to raise your rates without getting rejected?
Do you wish you could book 10 to 15, even 20 shows every month? Have you
read marketing and sales books, but little of what they tell you is working for you?

If you answered “YES” to any of these questions, SIDENY CAN HELP!  He
wrote The Rocket for the benefit of my fellow magicians and mentalists. Sidney
addresses: Marketing Versus Sales, How to Make Your Offer Irresistible, Three
Things You Can Immediately Do To Get More Done In Less Time, What To Do If
A Customer Is Upset and MUCH More.  The answer to these and many other
nuggets are inside The Rocket!

 $98
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Cards Unique Ways
Best Of  All Worlds

By Paul Curry
Tenth Anniversary Edition... Written and
Compiled By Brent Arthur James Geris, Bob
Postelnik and Duppy Demetrius. Filled with history,
stories and magic, Best Of All Worlds pays tribute
to one of the greatest card tricks of all time: Paul
Curry’s classic card effect, Out Of This World.
Best Of All Worlds is not just a book about a
“Magic Trick.” It is an extensive, in-depth look at
“the card trick of the century.” The Foreword is
written by Max Maven and the Preface written by
Michael Weber.

It is a unique collection of over 30 routines—some old, some new, some never
before seen in print—submitted by the world’s leading magicians. In addition to
their personal performances, the contributors have given insight into how this
classic effect has influenced their magic. The book is hard covered with over 350
pages, more than 30 routines and over 60 contributors. The book weighs in at 3
pounds, so you know you’re getting a lot of value for the price.

 $52

Subtle
By Steven Palmer

Stevens Magic is excited to exclusively release the
first commerical work of Steven Palmer, an
underground UK performer who has been
thoroughly vetted by Steve Drury.  For the
mentalist, and magician both, this book is just as
much about routines as it is the powerful effects
within.

Included within this softbound book are 8 powerful
routines...Void, Subtle, Empath, Schematic, Void
2.0, Drift, Kuniva Holdout and Dead Cut V.3.

“Steven’s new book is excellent. If you do any
kind of mentalism with playing cards whatsoever
then you really ought to read it. It’s full of smart, practical and fooling magic.
I love the fact that instead of flitting around from idea to idea, he concentrates
his efforts on a small number of tools and techniques and really drills down to
extract the gold from each trick and plot. If you don’t find several things that
you want to use immediately, I’ll be stunned. Highly recommended.”

--Mark Elsdon

 $49.50
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Easy Magic Square

Methods And Tricks
If you ever wanted to perform tricks with
magic squares, but were put off by the
mental strain of memorizing and
calculating, this book is for you.  Three
new methods (plus variations) for

constructing customized four-by-four magic
squares are revealed here for the first time.

Simpler than the methods in his other two books, yet
still powerful and versatile, Solberg’s new methods require
no mathematics.  You can begin with any number placed

in any cell.  Then you simply count through the numbers, entering them in order
(or backward) as fast as you can along a path described by a few simple rules.
When you are done, you will have 52 patterns of four numbers that add up to the
same magic sum.  Although the final patterns differ for each method, you will
know where they will be even before you begin, because they do not depend upon
the starting number or position.

The three methods, along with several variations, are equally easy to learn and
equally applicable to any of the tricks, so you can pick out just one to learn based
solely upon the final patterns you prefer.

 $35
Scryer Elite

By Richard Webster
SCRYERS ELITE—is simply a must have book.
Visually consume the list of contributors—and you will
quickly agree that it is very rare to have a collection of
such prolific and respected minds one on project.  The
return of Scryer is here and it’s very impressive!

Contributors:  William Barclay, Zac Barkowski,
Larry Buakin, Steve Drury, Philip Gangleberger,
Helmuth Grunewald, Anthony Jacquin, Max
Maven, Sudo Nimh, Matt Pulsar, Jon Riggs,
Michael Weber, Richard Webster, Jeremy Weiss
and Neal Scryer, of course!

Some of the content included from Neal Scryer:  A Scent Of Lavender,
Seance, Pendulum Experiment, Loopy and lots more!

Here are some from contributors:  Seal Of Saturn—Larry Baukin; Clairvoyant
Cartomancy—Matt Pulsar; A Simple Truth—Sudo Nimh; Statemental—Max Maven;
Rose Bowl—Michael Weber; Battery Pendulum—Richard Webster; Dream Tarot—
Zac Barkowski and lots more!

$115
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